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We guarantee hygienic cleanliness 
in all areas, so you can focus on 

what‘s most important to you

Hygiene concept
Our coworking space is the ideal 
environment to set impulses and 

awaken potential. For an innovative 
way of cooperation

New Work
We offer exactly the service you need. 
We create the optimal framework for 

your conference or event

Service

With safety and a new 
perspective leading to success

Arbeitsschutzstandard
COVID 19

Für unsere Mitarbeitenden 
und Kunden.
Dieser Betrieb arbeitet 
mit dem 
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Brucklyn Coworking offices are designed to 
be spacious enough to allow you to keep the 
necessary minimum distance. In addition, in 
times of Covid-19 your event can be divided 
into several meeting spaces by connecting our 
rooms via multi-room conferencing.

This way, you can also allow external guests to 
participate without contact - and at the same 
time turn your event into a virtual, interactive 
event.

Brucklyn Coworking stands for responsibility. 
That is why we wear masks. It goes without 
saying that we hand out masks to your 
employees and guests.

Our meeting rooms are regularly cleaned, 
disinfected and ventilated, so that you will 
find a completely hygienic work environment. 
There are several disinfection stations across 
the building for individual safety. Air purifiers 
for clean breathing air complete our hygiene 
concept.

Space for distance

Disinfecting on a regular basis

We provide a contactless process - from booking 
to payment. Participants of your event are 
able to drive directly into our Brucklyn parking 
garage in order to increase safety.

Contactless booking and arrival

For your safety
Our hygiene concept



The rooms at the Brucklyn Coworking have a broad 
range of modern equipment. Whatever you need for 
a smooth implementation - you‘ll find it here:

 › Latest presentation and sound technology

 › Wirelessly addressable monitors with interfaces 
for multiple input devices

 › Fully equipped moderation cases

 › Writable, magnetic partitions

 › Analog & digital flipcharts

 › Multi-room and hybrid conferences

New Work is on everyone‘s lips - at Brucklyn Cowor-
king it is lived. Whether brainstorming in plenary ses-
sions or agile working in small teams, we offer the best 
conditions. Our premises are as individual as the needs 
of our guests. Not only meeting rooms with writable 
walls are waiting for you, but also our show staircase 
with a big screen as an event space. For team building 
you may use the Ping-Pong area and challenge your 
colleagues at the Carrera track.

With New Work and working in our coworking space, you 
can stay fit for the future, retain employees for the long 
term and set the foundation for a new mindset. Agile 
working methods help you develop innovative ideas 
and accelerate the implementation of your projects. We 
offer you space for creative collaboration that creates 
perspectives and awakens potential.

Everything is set up

When enthusiasm becomes innovation

Your employees - the most valuable resource

New perspectives & 
unimagined chances

New Work3
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We care for your physical well-being. We offer you 
catering that meets your requirements. Our team 
will work with you to create a menu that is tailored 
to your needs and leaves nothing behind.

Catering

Wether lecture series, training or workshop - we 
offer you the right tools for every requirement.

You can rely on our fail-safe high-speed Internet 
- and your guests can use it free of charge in the 
entire building.

Every requirement

We welcome you and your guests - and take care 
of a personal and warm welcome. With us your 
participants have a competent contact person 
throughout their stay.

Your guests can find you without any problems 
and arrive relaxed, our indoor navigation is not 
only clearly arranged, but also branded with your 
corporate design. 
We focus on visibility and recognition value.

Relaxed arrival

The Brucklyn Coworking is extremely well connected: 
Whether by public transport or by car - the journey is 
extremely pleasant and time efficient. 
The train station is located in the immediate vicinity 
with an direct connection to Erlangen main station 
and Nuremberg main station. Guests arriving by car 
appreciate the proximity to the A3/A73 and our 
parking lot with numerous parking spaces.

Your arrival

We are here for you
Our Service

Stoke-On-Trent-Str. 1
DE 91058 Erlangen 

www.brucklyn-hall.de+49 (0) 9131-9279220
contact@brucklyn-hall.de

Brucklyn Coworking

Wir freuen uns auf Sie!


